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East Riding Archives Newsletter June 2018
Welcome to the June issue of the newsletter from East Riding Archives.
This month includes details of the document of the month, some new collections, news
from our conservator as well as the story behind a painting by Frederick Elwell uncovered
by our volunteers researching First World War Lives.
We are pleased to announce the return to the Treasure House of the Wildlife Photographer
of the Year Exhibition from Saturday 14 July to Saturday 8 September.
This world renowned exhibition is back by popular demand for the second year, on loan
from the Natural History Museum in London. It features 100 awe-inspiring images, from
fascinating animal behaviour to breath-taking wild landscapes. Wildlife Photographer of the
Year is the most prestigious photography event of its kind, providing a global platform that
showcases the natural world’s most astonishing and challenging sights for over 50 years
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Trawling through Time
The story of Cook Welton and Gemmel.
The blog about the project has now gone live.
You can find it at www.trawlingthroughtime.org

Family history information found in Parish records
Parish records contain a wide variety of sources for family history including bastardy
examinations, bastardy bonds and bastardy orders; settlement examinations,
settlement certificates, removal orders, vagrant passes; and apprenticeships. These
can give more information about a family unit, where they come from and their
occupations or lack of it, before the censuses began properly in 1841.
Here are some of our finds from St Mary's Beverley!
A bastardy order dated 31 March 1813 relating to Isabella Harrison, a singlewoman
of Beverley St Mary's, names John Ward, a weaver from Bridlington as the father.
Their son was born at Beverley St Mary's on 6 March 1813. The document notes that
the mother was deaf and dumb. Reference PE1/689/121.
An arrest warrant was taken out against John Ward upon the complaint of Isabella
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Harrison’s brother in law Robert Wilson, a weaver from Hull. Reference PE1/690/7
The settlement examination in 1835 of Thomas Wapels a pauper, reveals his place
of settlement is Beverley St Mary's, that he had a condition called the 'Kings' Evil'.
He had been apprenticed to John Kitching of Beverley, basketmaker, and was also
apprenticed to John Barton Constable of Beverley, smith. Reference PE1/691/246
The settlement examination of James Burley, a brewer, dated November 1812,
reveals that his family consisted of his wife Ann, children Elizabeth aged 11, Jane
aged 5, Harriet aged 4, and Eliza aged 2. He was born at Mappleton, and his place
of settlement was Ellerker, parish Brantingham. Reference PE1/691/235
There is a description of Josiah Ross the son of Thomas and Mary Ross, when he
was 20 years old. He was 5 feet 8 inches, had a fresh complexion, with light brown
hair and grey eyes. He also had tattoos one of a cross and anchor on his left arm
and one of an anchor and a mermaid on his right arm. This can be found in a
report describing two deserters [Reference PE1/699]. Josiah Ross enlisted on 13
January 1831 at York but deserted from the 3rd Regiment of Light Dragoons at
Hounslow Barracks on 1 August 1834. This was his second desertion!
So put a name in the East Riding Archives Catalogue and good hunting!
http://www.eastriding.gov.uk/CalmView/

The Wedding Dress
By
Fred Elwell
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In the year of the royal wedding the poignant story of a portrait called the wedding
dress by Elwell came to light when two of the World War One lives was being
researched.
Violet Dawson was born in 1891 and was part of a large family of eight children
raised by Frank and Eliza Dawson in Walkergate and then at 5 Ladygate, Beverley.
After attending the Spencer School in Beverley, Violet became a dressmaker. In
1911 she posed for local artist Fred Elwell’s painting “The Wedding Dress”, now in
the Ferens Gallery in Hull, portraying a distraught woman dressed in black, weeping
over a wedding dress.
In Spring 1914 she married Albert Press. Albert served in the Merchant Navy in
WW1. On 16 November 1916, whilst serving as 2nd Engineer on the SS Vasco en
route from Hull to Naples, his ship struck a mine dropped by German submarine
UC16 10 miles west of Beachy Head, Sussex and quickly sank with the loss of 17
lives including that of the captain and of Albert Press. (Reference WL/16/21)
At the time of her husband Albert’s death Violet was pregnant with their first child;
Jack R. Press who was born on 20 April 1917. In addition to the loss of Albert, Violet
also lost two her brothers in September 1916 on the Somme. Arthur Cyril Dawson
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(Reference WL/4/7) of the 5th Yorkshire Regiment was killed in action at Flers
Courcelette on the twentieth, whilst on the 25th James Duncan Dawson of the 1st
Battalion East Yorkshire Regiment was killed near Gueudecourt.

Document of the Month
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Document of the month feature - International Nurses Day - Beverley Womens
Voluntary Service Scrapbook 1940 - 45
These are just a few of the delightful images taken from the original scrapbook held
here at the East Riding Archives, of the Beverley branch of the Womens Voluntary
Service during 1940 to 1945.
The Voluntary Service consisted of hospital helps who assisted with nursing duties
during the Second World War, many of the volunteers went on to train as nurses.
The scrapbook, which contains chalk illustrations, notes, letters, reports and
newscuttings relates to the work of the hospital helps, was originally compiled by
Miss Whiteing, who was the Beverley branch leader of the organisation.
Reference DDX294/1
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News from the cataloguing team
Whilst work continues on listing the outstanding Local Authorities collections, smaller
recently catalogued records include Bridlington slides from the 1960s-1970s [Reference
DDX2215], Huggate 20th century photographs [Reference DDX2222], Beverley and East
Riding slides from the 1970s-1990s [Reference DDX2225]. These collections show how
places have changed even in our own lifetime!
Thomas R Tanfield of Beverley's research records relating to Beverley Minster records,
mainly from 1970s and early 1980s [Reference DDX2223] reveal a passionate interest in
the fabric and history of the Minster.
And finally a flock book for 2017 and magazines 2013-2018 have been added the
Leicester Longwool Sheepbreeders Association records [Reference DDX909]
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Snippets from the Archives
This recipe is taken from 'The Experienced English Housekeeper, for the use and
ease of Ladies, Housekeepers, Cooks &c' by Elizabeth Raffald (Reference
DDX2014/1).
A shame the recipe is not illustrated, perhaps it looks better than it reads.
In modern times, Solomon Gundy is a pickled fish pate served with crackers as an
appetiser in Jamaica and in Nova Scotia, Canada it refers to pickled herring and
onion.

Being a volunteer in the Archives
Spring in the Wolds, the history of River Humber ferries, Skidby Mill, what am I likely
to be learning about this week? I’ve been a volunteer for East Yorkshire Archives
over the last five years, cataloguing videos, interviews and films. Often the subject
looks unpromising but once I’ve started I come across gems of local history such as;
a Roman mosaic found near Rudston, medieval musicians depicted in the Minster
and St Mary’s, the once very important tanning industry and how many fishing cobles
there used to be in Filey. What a joy to become an expert on such things if only for a
short while.
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Interviews recording memories of local people provide a vivid picture of life in East
Yorkshire when people kept pigs in their back gardens, fetched water from village
pumps and had no electric light: remembering tailors, dressmakers and blacksmiths
that made up their neighbourhood.
I know so much more about East Yorkshire than I did when I retired and moved to
Beverley. It’s been a real pleasure to assist the archive staff, keeping my mind active,
discovering the treasure trove of information held in the archives and hopefully
making it available to more people through the on-line catalogue
Elaine

News from our conservator

Plastic Plans
In the process of helping to digitise the Cook Welton and Gemmel ship plans as part
of the Trawling Through Time project I’ve come across a small minority of plans that
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are too fragile or damaged to digitise without treating them first.
Since the mid 1800’s, a great number of processes have been developed to
reproduce technical plans.
Many of these processes were relatively short lived and experimental, using a wide
range of mechanical processes, inks, dyes and developing chemicals and printing on
a range of papers, fabrics and plastics. Unfortunately many of these experimental
methods produced plans that do not age well and require careful handling and
treatment if the information on them is to be preserved.
This particular ship plan, an indirect electrostatic print, is badly degraded due to the
choice of support – a plastic film. Modern plastics are more resilient due to the
addition of stabilising agents during their manufacture. However, this older plastic is
clearly yellowed and has become so brittle that it has cracked and broken. Having
been stored rolled it has adopted the rolled shape and even gentle handling risks
breaking off further fragments. Despite the poor support, the media is in good
condition; the carbon toner has produced crisp black lines which have survived well.
The priority is to preserve information so the plan will be gradually encouraged to
flatten under weights. Once flat the pieces can be arranged like a very fragile jigsaw
for digitisation. In a sense, the clock has then been stopped as the information is
safe even though the physical document will continue to degrade with few options for
effective repair. Plastic can degrade very quickly once it becomes unstable and the
decay process releases gasses that further accelerate the decay of the document –
and those stored nearby. For this reason the plan will be stored in a protective folder
and isolated from the other plans.
This plan just goes to show how the preservation of documents depends on
choosing long lived formats. Plastic is generally a conservation nightmare with a very
short life span. And yet we have historic paper in the archive that remains robust and
accessible after hundreds of years.

And finally
A rose by any other name ......part 3
Here are some tongue twisters to try:
Enoch Wilcock, buried in Sutton in 1722 (Reference PE120/4)
George Blatherwick Isaac, buried at Drypool St Andrew in 1837 (Reference PE109/68)
Suckling Spendlove, mayor of Beverley 1760
Fortunatus Dwarris & Samson Augustus Rumball, Commissioners looking into
municipal corporations in 1833 (Reference YE/HED Winkler, Eduard F: ‘Hedon revisited,
how travellers and historians saw the town 1540-1840)
Boaz Bloomer, Commission Agent in Pocklington,1892 (Bulmer’s Directory)
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Wilson Millson, married in Cottingham in 1809 (Reference PE2/11)
Servington Savery, Conservative politician and Member of Parliament for Holderness,
1923-1938
William Williamson Willink, Secretary of the Public Works Loans Commissioners in the
1870s (Reference PE138/8)
Percy Pitchfork, owner of a house in Owston Ferry, 1936 (Reference RDIA/6/2/1/194)
Benjamin Barnicoat, joined Hull Police Force in 1880 (Reference POL/4/5/2/1)
Agar Agar, tanner of York, named in an acquittance of 1679 (Reference DDNA/48)
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